Item No. 12
Town of Atherton
CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT – PUBLIC HEARING
TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL

THROUGH:

GEORGE RODERICKS, CITY MANAGER

FROM:

STEPHANIE B. DAVIS, AICP, PRINCIPAL PLANNER
ANDREAS BOOHER, DEPUTY CITY ATTORNEY

DATE:

JUNE 15, 2022

SUBJECT:

APPEAL OF A PLANNING COMMISSION DECISION TO DENY A
VARIANCE TO ALLOW FOR A FENCE/WALL TO EXCEED SIX
FEET IN HEIGHT AND TO ALLOW FOR A RETAINING WALL TO
BE LOCATED LESS THAN FIVE FEET FROM THE PROPERTY LINE
AT 25 ISABELLA DRIVE.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the City Council conduct the public hearing, deny the appeal, and uphold
the decision of the Planning Commission to deny the Variance application at 25 Isabella Drive to
allow a fence to exceed six (6) feet in height and a retaining wall to be located less than five (5)
feet from a property line based on the findings outlined below.
1. There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape, topography,
location or surroundings, where the strict application of the Zoning Title deprives such
property of privileges enjoyed by other property owners in the vicinity and under identical land
use zoning district classification.
Basis for finding: Staff does not believe that this finding can be met. A variance is intended to
address a hardship that results from unique or special conditions of the property and that were
not self-created physical improvements to the site. The existing topographic conditions that
result in the current different fence/wall height between 15 and 25 Isabella Avenue are not
inherent to the lot and were artificially created.
2. Granting the Variance does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the
limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in which such property is situated.
Basis for finding: Staff does not believe that this finding can be met as the granting of a
Variance at this property could be considered the granting of a special privilege inconsistent
with the limitations placed upon other properties in the vicinity. Other properties in the vicinity
have constructed fences between their adjacent neighbors based on existing topographic
conditions that were not artificially created. Issuing a variance for this request may be
considered issuing an exception pertaining directly to the nature of the applicant’s request and
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individual circumstances related to the physical site improvements and created soil elevation
changes, not upon the nature of the property itself before site improvements were made.
3. Granting the Variance will not adversely affect the interest of the public or the interest of the
residents and property owners in the vicinity of the premise in question.
Basis for finding: Staff does not believe this finding can be met. The as-built fence/wall may
adversely affect the interest of the general public or residents in the vicinity, as it creates an
inconsistent height situation with adjacent properties and is not consistent with development
standards in the vicinity.
4. The granting of the Variance is consistent with the objectives of the General Plan and the
Zoning Code.
Basis for finding: Staff does not believe this finding can be met, as the General Plan and Zoning
Ordinance specify it is intended for the orderly use of land, for the provision of adequate light
and air, and to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare. The as-built condition
of the fence/wall exceeds the Town’s height limitations.
BACKGROUND
Site Conditions
The subject site at 25 Isabella Drive is an 86,323 square foot (1.9 acre) flat, interior lot. In May
2016 building permits were issued for construction of a new main residence and detached garage,
in which such improvements have been completed. At the time of building permit issuance, the
existing topographic conditions between the property at 25 Isabella and the adjoining property at
15 Isabella resulted in both properties being approximately “level” with one another, or at the same
elevation. See excerpt of survey Figure 1 below and full survey in Attachment 6.
Figure 1: 25 Isabella Topographic Survey (Excerpt), 2015

15 Isabella

25 Isabella

The property is surrounded on both sides by other low-density, single-family homes and the Cartan
Athletic Field to the rear. See Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: 25 Isabella and Surrounding Neighborhood

The property contains a fence/wall, constructed of concrete, finished with stucco and built upon
an approximate two (2) foot tall retaining wall located along the shared property line with the
adjacent property at 15 Isabella Avenue. Given differences in the artificially created topography
between the two properties (discussed in more detail under “Background” below), the fence
measures eight (8) feet in height when measured from the 15 Isabella property and six (6) feet in
height from the 25 Isabella property. See photos below:
Figure 3: Fence/Wall (as constructed) Viewed From 25 Isabella
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Figure 4: Fence/Wall (as constructed) Viewed From 15 Isabella

Background
The fence/wall began construction in approximately spring of 2019 and was completed in
approximately September 2019. Part of this fence/wall construction included the construction of
an approximate two (2) foot retaining wall and subsequently a six (6) foot tall fence constructed
of concrete on top of the retaining wall. The entire structure was finished in stucco on both sides.
This resulted in the 8-foot-tall fence/wall structure. Prior to construction of the fence/wall, the
applicant was advised by Town Building Department that no permit was required for construction
of a new, shared side yard good neighbor fence/wall as the Town does not require a permit for a
good neighbor fence that adheres to the Town’s maximum allowable fence height of six (6) feet
and that prior to construction consultation with the neighbor should occur. When providing that
direction, Town Building Department staff was not informed by the applicant that such a
fence/wall was to be constructed on top of a two (2) foot tall retaining wall.
Related, and to the best of Town knowledge, Town staff notes that at some point in 2019 the Town
notes that the overall site was re-graded which resulted in overall topographic elevation change to
the property at 25 Isabella Avenue raising the elevation of the property at 25 Isabella Avenue,
approximately 2 feet above the adjoining property at 15 Isabella Avenue. No permit was issued
by the Town in consideration of the overall site grade change. While the Town would not have
required a permit for an overall site grade change in and of itself, an associated grading and
drainage permit would have been required for the related construction pertaining to retaining walls
required to accommodate such grade change.
In April 2020, a formal complaint was received by the Town for construction of a wall that
exceeded the maximum allowable height of six (6) feet in conflict with Atherton Municipal Code
(AMC) Section 17.46.030 (B) and a Code Enforcement Case was opened on May 1, 2020 by the
Town’s Code Enforcement Officer. Upon Town staff discovery of the retaining wall construction
along the shared property line at 15 and 25 Isabella Avenue in May of 2020, Town staff advised
the applicant that a grading and drainage plan was required to be submitted. The applicant’s
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prepared such grading and drainage plans that were submitted and subsequently approved by the
Town’s Department of Public Works (DPW). DPW staff note their review of grading and drainage
plans is reviewed in the context of drainage flow and not in context of compliance with any zoning
provisions. However, it is noted that these grading and drainage plans, associated with the overall
site grade change discovered by the Town, were approved by DPW staff based on plans from the
project engineers which displayed “existing” topographic conditions. Such “existing” topographic
conditions reflected the approximate two (2) foot site grade change, not the actual existing
topographic conditions of the property prior to any site development as otherwise would be
required. It follows that the DPW approval of the grading and drainage plans resulted in an
approval of plans which misrepresented conditions of the site.
From the time of opening the formal code enforcement case in May 2020 by the prior Town Code
Enforcement Officer, until her resignation from the Town in May 2021, the Town’s Code
Enforcement Officer worked extensively with the property owner, including conversations with
the adjacent property at 15 Isabella, in attempts to resolve the complaint. In February 2021, the
Town’s prior Code Enforcement Officer advised the owner of potential remedy options available;
to either reduce the height of the wall to not exceed six (6) feet, or apply for a Variance. The
property owner was made aware by the Code Enforcement Officer of these options and that the
choice of corrective action would be up to them. The Code Enforcement Officer further noted that
while Code Enforcement has worked to resolve disputes and has been fairly successful in the past,
the staff role is limited to following the Atherton Municipal Code (AMC) and that she was willing
to facilitate a meeting with between the property owner and adjacent neighbor, but that the
discussion would have to be limited to the fence/wall issue. The applicant chose to apply to allow
for the construction (in this case to maintain a fence/wall already constructed) that exceeds six (6)
feet in height through issuance of a Variance by the Planning Commission in May 2021.
Upon submittal of the Variance application to the Planning Department in May 2021, as staff
began reviewing the application materials and permit history associated with the site, it was noted
that an additional Municipal Code violation (beyond just a fence height in excess of six (6) feet)
was present; specifically, that a retaining wall was constructed less than five (5) from the property
line in conflict with Section 17.46.030 (D). The applicant was informed of such in September
2021 and the Variance application was put on hold until violations were further addressed.
In January 2022 the applicant was contacted by Town staff in follow-up to determine how the
property owner would like to proceed; either modifying the existing site conditions to comply with
the AMC or to move forward with a Variance application, noting staff would not be able to support
a Variance. The property owner decided to move forward with a Variance application to consider:
(1) construction of fence greater than six (6) feet in height. and;
(2) construction of a retaining wall less than five (5) feet from the property line.
On March 23, 2022 the Planning Commission voted (5:0) to deny the Variance application. The
March 23, 2022 Planning Commission staff report and attachments are included as Attachment 2
and approved meeting minutes as Attachment 4. Link to video recording of the Planning
Commission meeting is included as Attachment 3. In terms of public comment, the March 23,
2022 Planning Commission staff report includes 1 item of public comment from the property
owner of 15 Isabella Avenue noting their opposition of the proposed Variance and twenty-three
(23) items of public comment from surrounding neighbors on Isabella Avenue, Winchester Drive
and Faxon Road received by the applicant from their own public outreach efforts in support of the
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proposed Variance application. The Commission discussion included comments that the
wall/fence was built in noncompliance with the Town regulations, that the wall/fence was based
on incorrect plans, that there was no visual relief from the adjacent property at 15 Isabella Avenue,
and that the 2-foot height differential between the 15 and 25 Isabella property was more visually
prominent in the field then the photos depicted. Public comment during the meeting was received
from the adjacent property owners at 15 Isabella Avenue in opposition to the Variance.
Following the decision of the Planning Commission, the property owner subsequently applied to
the City Council to appeal the decision of the Planning Commission denying the Variance.
ANALYSIS
Atherton Municipal Code (AMC) Applicable Regulations
Fences and walls (including retaining walls) are regulated by Chapter 17.46 of the Atherton
Municipal Code (AMC).
●
●

●

Section 17.45.030 specifies the maximum height of a fence and wall shall not exceed six (6)
feet unless otherwise indicated (under certain locational provisions – none of which are
applicable in this situation).
Section 17.46.030 (B) of the AMC defines fence height measurement, “…to be taken from
natural grade at the base of the fence to the uppermost part of the fence”. Section 17.26.060
defines natural grade as, “…the original condition of the ground surface as it existed prior to
mechanical grading or disturbance”.
Section 17.46.030 (D) which states, “Retaining walls shall be located no closer than five feet
from any property line…”

Variance are regulated by Chapter 17.16 of the AMC. The purpose of a Variance is to allow the
Town to grant exceptions to the development standards and provisions in cases where, because of
special circumstances applicable to the property, the strict application deprives such property of
privileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity and under identical land use zoning districts.
Variances can be granted by the approval authority only if the designated approval authority makes
all four (4) of the required findings:
1. There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location, or surroundings, such that the strict application of this title deprives
such property of privileges enjoyed by other property owners in the vicinity and under
identical land use zoning district classifications.
2. Granting the variance does not constitute a special privilege inconsistent with the limitations
upon other properties in the vicinity and land use zoning district in which such property is
located.
3. Granting the variance will not adversely affect the interest of the public or the interest of
residents and property owners in the vicinity of the premises in question.
4. The granting of the variance is consistent with the objectives of the general plan and this title.
As taller fences, as well as retaining wall less than five (5) feet from the property line, are both
prohibited, the available Municipal Code option to allow for consideration of such would be to be
granted a Variance by the Planning Commission. As noted, the applicant’s submitted Variance
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application was denied by the Planning Commission at their March 23, 2022 meeting as the
Commission was not able to make all four (4) of the required findings for the reasons as noted
above.
Appellants Letter of Appeal
The applicants have submitted a letter of appeal providing background as property owners and
basis for the appeal of the Planning Commission’s decision to deny the application (Attachment
1).
The applicant’s original submittal package as presented to the Planning Commission,
including a project narrative, proposed plans, project arborist report and twenty-three (23)
submitted neighbor letters of support are included as part of Attachment 2. The applicant’s current
letter of appeal (Attachment 1) summarizes five (5) points in argument as to why the applicant
believes the Variance should be granted. These five (5) points are reiterated by the applicant in
greater detail within Attachment 1. Staff has provided a summary of each of these five (5) points
and a staff response to each point below.
1.

The wall replaced a fence of identical height that was present for many years with no issue.
Staff Response: Upon review of Google Imagery from 2015, the presence of a 6-foot tall
fence between the two adjacent neighboring properties prior to any site development
activities at 25 Isabella which have created the physical conditions of the site to-date, reflect
a 6-foot tall fence on the shared property line between the two properties of relatively the
same grade level (plus or minus approximately 2 inches). See images below:
Figure 5: 2015 Google Imagery of Shared Fence Between 15 & 25 Isabella

2.

That the property owner relied on Town representations approving the plans for the house
(which included the wall) that the property owner would not have built otherwise.
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Staff Response: Staff requested the DPW review the Town’s approved civil plans for the
property at 25 Isabella, which included a topographic survey of the entire property prior to
any development of the site occurring, as well as the successive revised set of plans
subsequently submitted by the applicant following permit issuance in 2016 to opine on the
referenced grade or elevations changes to the lot (referred to as “soil elevation changes” by
the applicant). Upon DPW staff review, it has been determined that prior to construction of
any site development at 25 Isabella Avenue beginning in 2016, including the new main
residence, as well as the existing shared fence/wall in question between 15 and 25 Isabella,
there was only an approximate 1-inch grade difference in the location where the existing
fence/wall in question is currently constructed (effectively almost level) – see Figure 1 above
and Attachment 6. DPW staff further notes that at some point between the original permit
issuance for the site development in 2016 and subsequent plan revisions in 2020 (estimated
at some point in 2019), the "soil elevation changes" referenced by the project applicant as
part of this Variance application were made at 25 Isabella, artificially creating the
approximate 2-foot grade difference that currently exists. Following the site grade change at
25 Isabella, the existing fence/wall in question was constructed. The DPW notes that the
grading and drainage plans approved by the Town were approved by material
misrepresentation of the plans; specifically that approval of the civil plans had
misrepresented “existing” grades which shows the 2-foot elevation difference between the
properties at 15 and 25 Isabella as “existing”.
Given the determination that the topographic conditions of 25 Isabella Avenue, as
documented by the prepared topographic survey originally submitted to the Town prior to
any site development in 2015 (Attachment 6), were different than the topographic conditions
at the time when the existing fence/wall in question was constructed, combined with the fact
that the existing topographic conditions of the site at 25 Isabella Avenue were artificially
created, it is found that the height of the fence/wall does not meet the required findings for
consideration of issuance of a Variance as noted above as the existing physical conditions of
the site, are not inherent to the property itself, but created.
3.

That only after monies were spent in the construction of the wall, did the height and footing
become an issue for the Town.
Staff Response: As noted in the Background section above, the issue of a fence being
constructed greater than 6-feet arose through the submittal of a Code Enforcement case to
the Town submitted in May 2020. It is the duty of the Town Code Enforcement Officer to
respond to cases regarding potential code enforcement issues. Following applicant’s original
Variance submittal application in May 2021, it was determined by Planning staff of an
additional Municipal Code violation associated with the fence/wall construction –
specifically that the fence/wall constructed directly on the property line was constructed on
top of 2-foot tall retaining wall in violation of Section 17.46.030 (D) which states, “Retaining
walls shall be located no closer than five feet from any property line…”

4.

That the as-built wall improves the area and the privacy of the neighbors.
Staff Response: The as-built fence and associated retaining wall creates a disproportionate
condition between two adjacent residential properties on two relatively flat lots unlike other
similar properties in the surrounding neighborhood and throughout Town. The standard 6-
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foot tall fence height between two adjacent neighboring residential properties has been found
to provide adequate privacy between two neighbors, coupled with landscape screening.
5.

That challenging the Town’s denial will result in lengthy and costly litigation to the Town.
Staff Response: The applicant’s threat of litigation is not a valid basis for deviation from the
Town’s adopted standards with respect to the as-built fence and associated retaining wall.
The applicant’s threat of litigation is also not a valid factor in considering the findings
necessary to support approval of a Variance.

The Town Arborist has reviewed the plans and does not note any issues or concerns with the fence
as constructed as it does not result in impacts to existing heritage trees.
Notice of tonight’s meeting was mailed to all property owners within 500 feet of the subject site.
To date, staff has received one (1) item of public comment from the adjacent neighbor at 15
Isabella, stating their opposition to the appeal application. This letter is included as Attachment 7.
ALTERNATIVES AND RECOMMENDATION
The Council has the following options:
1. Uphold the decision of the Planning Commission and deny the appeal, thereby denying the
request for a Variance.
2. Approve the appeal and thereby approve a Variance to allow for an eight (8) foot tall fence
and construction of a retaining wall less than five (5) feet from a property line or as further
amended by the Council. A draft approval certificate has been included as Attachment 5.
3. Refer the application back to the Planning Commission for consideration.
Staff is not supportive of the Variance request as staff does not find the application meets all four
required findings in order to grant approval. Specifically, existing site topographic conditions that
have resulted in the current condition of the existing fence/wall height resulted from physical
improvements that were artificially created at the site, and not natural site conditions inherent to
the lot. It is the Planning Staff’s professional opinion that the proposal would in turn constitute the
granting of a special privilege and that there are no special conditions that inherently apply to this
parcel and is therefore recommending the City Council uphold the Planning Commission’s
decision to deny the Variance request.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The proposal has been determined to be exempt from the provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to CEQA Section 15303, Class 3, which permits new
construction of small structures.
POLICY FOCUS
Both the Land Use Element of the General Plan contains statements and goals pertaining to
proposed residential development.
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● Land Use Element purpose statement: “The Zoning Title of the Municipal Code limits the
residential building intensity and bulk by the use of floor area ratios, setbacks, height,
and other development standards.”
• Land Use Goal 1.223: To retain the high quality of maintenance and living environment
existing in the Town’s residential neighborhoods.
It is the intent of the applicable Municipal Code Chapter 17.46 “Fences and Walls” to regulate the
height and location of fences to provide privacy and establish buffers between properties. Further
in this Chapter, the purpose of requiring a minimum 5-foot setback distance for retaining walls
from properties is to clearly delineate such wall locations for purposes of clear ownership,
maintenance, upkeep, and impact to adjacent properties. Additionally, such setbacks are also
intended to create a visual buffer between adjacent properties and allow potential for landscape
screening. Further, it is the intent of Municipal Code Chapter 17.16 “Variances” , to grant
exceptions from development standards because of special circumstances applicable to a property,
where the strict application of this title deprives such property of privileges enjoyed by other
property in the vicinity and under identical land use zoning districts. Variances are not intended to
be granted for activities not otherwise permitted by zoning district regulations. As noted above,
there are no special circumstances found inherent to the subject site that were not artificially
created, resulting in existing conditions not natural to the site.
FISCAL IMPACT:
All costs covering the processing of this application are paid for by the applicant.
GOAL ALIGNMENT
This Report and its contents are in alignment with the following Council Policy Goals:
● Goal B – Preserve Small Town Character and Quality of Life
● Goal F – Be Forward-Thinking, Well-Managed, and Well-Planned
PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice of this application was mailed to all property owners within 500 feet of the subject property
and other interested parties. Public notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with this
agenda item being listed, at least 72 hours prior to the meeting in print and electronically.
Information about the project is also disseminated via the Town’s electronic News Flash and
Atherton Online. There are approximately 1,200 subscribers to the Town’s electronic News Flash
publications. Subscribers include residents as well as stakeholders – to include, but be not limited
to, media outlets, school districts, Menlo Park Fire District, service providers (water, power, and
sewer), and regional elected officials.
ATTACHMENTS
1. March 23, 2022 Planning Commission Staff Report and Attachments (online link only.
Hardcopy provided upon request)
2. Planning Commission Meeting Recording, March 23, 2022 (online external link, relevant
portion for item at 25 Isabella Avenue begins at the 46 minute:57second mark)
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3.
4.
5.
6.

March 23, 2022 Approved Planning Commission minutes
Draft Variance Certificate
25 Isabella Avenue – 2015 Topographic Survey
Public Comment – 15 Isabella, June 3, 2022
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Andrew G. Watters, Esq.
Litigation Attorney

555 Twin Dolphin Dr. Ste. 135
Redwood City, CA 94065 · +1 (415) 261-8527
andrew@andrewwatters.com

May 19, 2022
Town Council
Town of Atherton
80 Fair Oaks Lane
Atherton, CA 94027
Re:

25 Isabella Ave., Atherton, CA
Appeal of Denial of Variance

Dear Town of Atherton,
I am a lawyer in Redwood City. I represent Ms. Weina Yu
and her company, T & W Sunny, LLC, in connection with their home
construction project at 25 Isabella Avenue. This letter is the
argument on appeal of the recent denial of the variance for Ms.
Yu’s wall on March 23, 2022. I discuss the factual situation,
provide legal authority, and then argue for why the variance
should be granted on appeal.
In summary, (1) the wall replaced a fence of identical
height that was present for many years with no issues; (2) Ms.
Yu relied to her detriment on Town representations approving her
plans for the house (which included the wall), and she would not
have built the wall otherwise; (3) only belatedly in 2021, after
$126,000 was already spent in construction costs on the wall,
did the height and footing of the wall become an issue for the
Town; (4) the wall as-built improves the area and the privacy of
the neighbors; and (5) challenging the Town’s denial will result
in costly administrative litigation that could take years and at
least half a million dollars of taxpayer funds to resolve. In
our view, a reasonable compromise is letting the wall remain asis, but adding soil on the neighbors’ side to decrease the height
of the finished wall on that side (it is only six feet high on my
client’s side). The neighbors have expressed a desire to plant
on their side; perhaps adding a two foot-high planter box would
work here.
The attachments to this letter are referred to throughout
the letter and support each point as needed.
Factual Background
This appeal relates to the wall between 25 Isabella and
15 Isabella. The wall is a six foot-high stucco wall (six feet
high on my client’s property, eight feet high at 15 Isabella),
with a concrete footing below grade. The wall is depicted in the
following photos:
//
1
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The wall as viewed from 25 Isabella.

The wall as viewed from 15 Isabella. The discoloration at the
bottom appears to be from where soil was removed.
The plans for the wall as approved by the neighbors at 15
Isabella are attached as attachment 6 and 7.
In the year 2019, the Town represented that no permit was
needed for the wall. In the 3/23/2022 hearing, the Town admitted
this fact. So the wall never had to have a permit.
The “July 2020 permit” refers to the general civil plan for
2
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the entire new home construction. When the Town was handling the
wall in June 2020, planners asked my client to revise the civil
plan and resubmit it, then they officially approved it. These
modifications included but were not limited to: updating the asbuilt grading into the civil plan; designing a 280-foot drainage
along the wall into the civil plan. In sum, the plans included
the wall.
On 6/8/2020, inspector David Huynh went to the site and
expressed his concerns about the as-built grading along the wall.
After that, it was the Town who asked my client to update the
as-built grading into the civil plan. The person who made this
request might be David Huynh, or some other town officials. But
no matter who made the request, in the emails our civil engineer
sent to Mr. Huynh, she has mentioned multiple times that the asbuilt grading would be updated into the civil plans, and Mr.
Huynh had no objection. He then approved the updated civil plans
in July 2020.
But in 3/23/2022 hearing, Mr. Huynh said that when he
approved the July 2020 civil plan, he did not know that our
civil engineer had updated the as-built grading into the civil
set. That was not accurate. His excuse was that this content
was not marked with “clouds,” so he didn’t notice it. However,
on 6/8/2020, he had been on the site and clearly questioned the
as-built grading. Why didn’t he say anything when our civil
engineer’s emails repeatedly told him that the as-built grading
would be updated into the civil set? The fact is, in June and
July 2020, Mr. Huynh had agreed with the revisions and had given
my client the green light (In July 2020, he officially approved
the updated civil plan). See attachment #1, #2, #3, the witness
letter, and the email conversations.
Since January 2019, my client has exchanged hundreds of
emails or texts with the owners of 15 Isabella, and they never
expressed any concerns about the wall’s height or the retaining
wall issue.
In the 3/23/2022 hearing, the reason 15 Isabella
misrepresented the facts was to pressure my client to agree to
their unreasonable financial demands for compensation that is
not due. In 9/25/2019 texts they said “I can assure you now
that we will have no problem with the stucco fence itself. We
are concerned about the cleanup, possible damage to the asphalt,
and restoring the planting strip along the fence including
the sprinkler pipes.” Since then, they have been refusing my
client to repair the claimed damages and instead demanded cash
compensation. However, in the 3/23/2022 hearing, 15 Isabella
didn’t mention the fact that they have been requesting cash
compensation from my client. Instead, what they said was, they
never knew the wall would be eight feet tall, and that they never
knew soil on our side was two feet higher than theirs, and they
could not accept either. This was not true. See attachments
#9, #10, #11, #13, #14, #17, #18 clearly showing that the
3
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neighbors were aware of all of this and approved the wall. They
had to know the details because they made my client install a 280
foot-long drainage pipe after reviewing the plans.
It’s no secret that writs of administrative mandate cost
substantial amounts of money on both the plaintiff’s side and
the municipality’s side. It’s not just the initial filing; it’s
the trial and appeal. My client could easily spend $150,000 in
attorney fees on this, not including expert witnesses and similar
costs. The Town will easily spend $250,000 in attorney fees
defending, plus experts, Town employee time, and other taxpayerfunded costs. It’s simply uneconomical to proceed with this on
the Town’s side. On my client’s side, she is stuck because she
has already spent over $164,000 on the wall and cannot just tear
it out. Recognizing that the process could have been better and
that there were mistakes on both sides, we are asking you to
consider granting the variance in this case because it would save
half a million dollars in attorney fees and one to two years of
administrative litigation where nobody really wins.
In the event we do proceed to administrative review in
court, I am taking the extraordinary step of providing my raw
thoughts and impressions, and research in this area, as a preview
of where things will go.
My client will assert at least the following points in the
writ petition:
1.
The Town approved the plans with the two foot grade
increase and is therefore estopped from claiming that the wall is
in violation.
2.
The Town told my client that no permit was required
for the wall, and she relied on that representation to her
detriment. Thus, the Town is estopped from claiming the wall is
in violation.
3.
The wall as-built substantially complies with all
applicable ordinances and codes, and even exceeds the Town’s
requirements in some aspects, and therefore in equity should
remain.
4.
There is no harm to anyone from letting the wall
remain, which only improves the neighbors’ privacy at the extra
height, which in any case is the same height as the original
fence when my client purchased the property.
As part of this discussion, I provide my research from
several cases we have looked at internally:
Feduniak v. Cal. Coastal Commission (2007) 148 Cal.App.4th 1346
//
//
4
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I.

Short Summary of Feduniak v. CCC:

Owner 1 bought a property in the early 1980s. They got a permit
from the California Coastal Commission to rebuild the house. 86%
of the property would be recorded as an open space easement to
protect the scenic and natural habitat values of the site. In
actually landscaping the property, Owner 1 did not follow the
plan that was part of the permit and instead installed a threehole golf course on the property.
Owner 1 sold the property to the Feduniaks/Owner 2 in 2000. The
Feduniaks did not know about any easements or restrictions.
In August 2001, a local Foundation asked the Feduniaks to ensure
the property complied with the terms of the open space easement,
of which the Feduniaks had no prior knowledge.
In July 2002, the Foundation informed the Feduniaks that their
landscaping did not comply with the easement and asked them to to
bring the property into compliance.
In September 2002, the Foundation informed the Commission,
who notified the Feduniaks that they were in violation of the
easement. The Feduniaks would not change their landscaping. The
Commission then issued a cease-and-desist and restoration orders
and commenced a formal proceeding. The Feduniaks sought a writ of
administrative mandate. The Commission said that they immediately
commenced their investigation and notification process as soon as
they learned about the violation from the Foundation.
The trial court found that the Commission should be estopped from
enforcing its orders against thet Feduniaks, but the Commission
successfully appealed. On appeal, the court decided that the
record does not support the elements required for estoppel.
In terms of land use ordinances, it is an uphill battle to apply
estoppel against a government agency.
II.

Long Summary of Feduniak v. CCC:

The property in question is located in Monterey County. In May
1983, the original owners applied to the California Coastal
Commission for a development permit to demolish the house and
build a new one. In July 1983, the Commission granted the permit,
with conditions.
The Commission noted that the parcel is located in an
“environmentally sensitive habitat era” (ESHA) because of
its unique, indigenous flora. They decided the site required
“restoration” rather than “preservation” based on things they
noticed about vegetation/plant life on site. The Commission
decided the owners could build a new home on 14 percent of the
parcel only. It required the owners to “dedicate and record an
open space ‘easement for the protection of the scenic and natural
5
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habitat values on the site,’” to cover the remaining 86 percent.
The easement would include provisions “to prohibit development;
to prevent disturbance of native groundcover and wildlife; to
provide for maintenance and restoration needs in accordance with
the approved landscape plan; and to specify conditions under
which non-native species may be planted or removed, trespass
prevented, and entry for scientific research secured.” It
required that the owners have their landscape plan prepared by
a professional botanist, and that the Commission would have to
approve the plan. The Commission’s intention was to protect an
ESHA.
The owners agreed to and initially complied with the conditions.
The Commission reviewed the owners’ landscape plan and issued a
permit accordingly. The owners ended up modifying the landscape
plan to include a three-hole golf course. They submitted it to
the Pebble Beach Company for approval but did not submit it to
the Commission or seek any supplemental permit (as was required
by their permit). By 1985, the new house and the three-hole golf
course were complete.
In 1996, the owners’ architect applied to the Monterey County
Planning and Building Inspection Department for a permit to build
an external building on the property. In the application, he
represented that there were no easements on the property. The
Department approved the application.
In 2000, the Feduniaks bought the property. In the real estate
documents, the original owners admitted that there were
“encroachments, easements or similar matters that may affect
[the Feduniaks’] interest in the subject property.” But they
only disclosed a “fence encroachment,” failing to disclose the
easement and permit restrictions.
The Feduniaks obtained a title report from the title company, but
it did not reveal the restrictions – despite the restrictions
being recorded. The Feduniaks did not consult with the Commission
or otherwise rely on the Commission in any way in deciding to
purchase the property. Mr. Feduniak testified that they would not
have bought the property (for $13 mil) if the golf course had not
been there.
In August 2001, someone from the Foundation (name of Foundation
unknown) asked the Feduniaks to arrange an inspection review to
ensure the property was in compliance with the terms of the open
space easement, which he attached to his letter. The Feduniaks
were shocked about the easement.
The Foundation then visited the property and in July 2002
informed the Feduniaks that the current landscaping did not
comply with the easement. Staub (of the Foundation) knew the
previous owners installed the landscaping and that the Feduniaks
did not know about the easement. Still, he gave the Feduniaks a
copy of the original (approved) landscape plan, offering it as
6
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a starting point to bring the property into compliance. He also
offered the help of experienced habitat consultants.
In September 2002, the Commission learned from Staub about the
problem. They visited the parcel and in December notified the
Feduniaks that they were in violation of the easement. They
asked the Feduniaks to submit a removal and restoration plan. The
Feduniaks declined. The Commission then issued a cease-and-desist
and restoration orders, then commenced a formal proceeding.
They then issued cease-and-desist and restoration orders. The
Feduniaks sought a writ of administrative mandate.
At the hearing, a former Commission member testified that he
had seen the golf course for many years. He was unware of the
easement or the permit requirements.
Two people who worked for the Pebble Beach Company testified that
they met with commissioners at other properties, on different
occasions, and that the three-hole golf course was plainly
visible. They said none of the visits concerned the golf course
itself, and there was no discussion of its compliance.
The Commission enforcement staff had no reason to monitor the
property after the original owners submitted their plan and
got it approved. As soon as they learned about the violation
from Staub, they immediately commenced their investigation and
notified the Feduniaks in writing about the problem, advising
them on how to resolve the issue and notifying them that failure
to do so could result in an enforcement action.
The trial court found that the Commission should be estopped from
enforcing its orders against thet Feduniaks, because (among other
things) the Commission should have known the golf course violated
the easement and permit restrictions, because (1) the golf course
was easily visible, and (2) it had been there for eighteen (18)
years, and (3) the Commission did not inspect the site until
2002.
The Commission successfully appealed. On appeal, the court
decided that the record does not support the elements required
for estoppel.
III. Feduniak Test for Applying Estoppel
Feduniak sets forth that three elements must be satisfied for the
court to apply equitable estoppel against a commission or other
government entity.
For the court to apply equitable estoppel against a government
agency, it must find that:
1.
The governing entity had knowledge (actual or imputed) of
the violation;
7
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2.
Either (a) the governing entity intended for the resident
to take some action based on its own regulatory inaction, or (b)
it was reasonable for the resident to believe that the governing
entity intended others to take action based on its regulatory
inaction; and
3.
Estopping the governing entity would not nullify a strong
rule of policy adopted for the public’s benefit. The injustice to
the resident without estoppel must outweigh (and thereby justify)
any effect upon public interest or policy that results from
estopping enforcement of the government’s orders.
Government’s Knowledge
To apply estoppel against the government, the court must find
that the governing entity had knowledge (actual or imputed) of
the violation. Knowledge may be actual or imputed.
In terms of
should have
ignorant or
to him. See

estoppel, if a party is in such a position that he
known the true facts of a situation, even if he is
mistaken of the real facts, knowledge will be imputed
Long Beach v. Mansell (1970) 3 Cal. 3d 462.

Imputation of knowledge of pertinent facts is especially
appropriate when a party is negligent or made affirmative
representations related to said facts. Id.
In Feduniak, the trial court stated that the golf course was so
visible that the Commission should have checked to make sure
it complied with easement restrictions. The golf course was
“prominently located and visible from the 17 Mile Drive.” This,
plus testimony that various Commission members could see the
golf course in the course of their work, supported an inference
that the Commission should have been aware of the golf course’s
existence.
However, “it is well established that mere silence will not
create an estoppel unless there is a duty to speak.” Spray, Gould
& Bowers v. Associated Internat. Ins. Co. (1999) 71 Cal. App. 4th
1260, 1268. In Feduniak, we must look at whether the Commission
had a duty to speak or act on its knowledge, under the particular
circumstances. A duty to speak is based on “principles of natural
justice,” not just legal obligations or other agreements. See
Elliano v. Assurance Co. of America (1970) 3 Cal. App. 3d 446,
451.
Feduniak found that the Commission did not have a statutory duty
to inspect all properties to ensure compliance with permits after
they are issued, and certainly not one to do so continually after
a permit is issued. It is unrealistic to expect an agency like
the Commission to glance at a property and decide whether it is
in compliance with permits/restrictions.
In sum, even the existence of a highly-visible violation, that
8
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was in fact seen by various members of the Commission, does
not necessarily support a finding that the Commission had
constructive knowledge of the violation.
Government’s Intention
The court must also find one of two things: either that (a) the
governing entity intended for the resident to take some action
based on its own regulatory inaction, or (b) it was reasonable
for the resident to believe that the governing entity intended
others to take action based on its regulatory inaction.
In regards to (a), in Feduniak, the court found “no evidence that
the Commission intended for anyone to take action based on the
fact that it had not enforced the easement for numerous years,
and the trial court did not so find.” Feduniak v. California
Coastal Com. (2007) 148 Cal. App. 4th 1346, 1367.
So we turn to (b): was it reasonable for the resident to believe
that the governing entity intended others to take action based on
its own regulatory inaction?
There is no evidence that the Commission knowingly (yet
passively) consented to the golf course, because the Commission
tried to get the violation fixed as soon as they got notice of
it. “It is purely speculative to infer that the Commission’s
inaction signaled regulatory acceptance.” Feduniak v. California
Coastal Com. (2007) 148 Cal. App. 4th 1346, 1367. “Estoppel
will not be applied where it is based on surmise or questionable
inference.” Lee v. Board of Administration (1982) 130 Cal. App.
3d 122, 135 (emphasis added).
This case thus sets forth that even
acquiescence from the inaction of a
still unreasonable for the resident
Feduniak v. California Coastal Com.
1346, 1368 (emphasis added).

if a resident infers
government agency, it is
to rely and act in it. See
(2007) 148 Cal. App. 4th

Even if a resident has no reason to suspect that its property
violates any restrictions, that finding alone is not enough to
support estoppel. The Feduniak court found that it would have
been unreasonable for the residents to believe there would be no
future enforcement action despite a violation of valid land use
restrictions. See Id.
The failure to enforce a restriction or ordinance against
a violator will not estop the government from subsequently
enforcing it. See Fontana v. Atkinson (1963) 212 Cal. App. 2d
499.
Balancing Public Interest
Finally, the court must find that estopping the governing
entity would not nullify a strong rule of policy adopted for
9
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the public’s benefit. The injustice to the resident without
estoppel must outweigh and thereby justify any effect upon public
interest or policy that results from estopping enforcement of the
government’s orders.
Unfortunately, in regards to land ordinances, estoppel may only
be applied “in the most extraordinary case where the injustice is
great and the precedent set by the estoppel is narrow.” Smith v.
County of Santa Barbara (1992) 7 Cal. App. 4th 770, 775 (emphasis
added).
“The point is that public policy may be adversely affected by the
creation of precedent where estoppel can too easily replace the
legally established substantive and procedural requirements for
obtaining permits.” Id. “Each case [of government estoppel] must
be examined carefully and rigidly to be sure that a precedent
is not established through which, by favoritism or otherwise,
the public interest may be mulcted or public policy defeated.”
Imperial Beach v. Algert (1962) 200 Cal. App. 2d 48, 52.
A court of equity must find that “the injustice which would
result from a failure to uphold an estoppel is of sufficient
dimension to justify any effect upon public interest or policy
which would result from the raising of an estoppel.” Long Beach
v. Mansell (1970) 3 Cal. 3d 462, 496-497.
Our Case
Clearly, this situation is within the three-part Feduniak
test and equitable estoppel should be applied. First, as to
government knowledge, clearly the Town knew of the eight foot
wall height on the neighbors’ side because the Town approved the
two foot grade increase on my client’s side when it approved
the construction plans-- and because the prior fence was eight
feet high. My client also had no reason to doubt the Town when
she was told that she did not even need a permit for the wall.
Second, as to government intent, it was clearly intended that
my client rely on the Town’s approval of the plans in building
out the property, which she did. The wall alone was more than
$160,000 including new drainage that the neighbors requested. So
my client detrimentally relied on the Town’s representations and
approval of her plans. Third, as to the public interest, there
is no harm to the public interest in letting the wall remain;
indeed, there is a public benefit. This is an exceptional case
in which relief is warranted by the facts and the law.
In addition, there are the cases of Pettitt v. City of
Fresno (1973) 34 Cal.App.3d 813 and Driscoll v. City of Los
Angeles (1967) 67 Cal.2d 297.
Driscoll v. City of Los Angeles (1967) 67 Cal.2d 267
//
//
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Issue
Whether the City was estopped from asserting a statute of
limitations on pensioner’s widow’s claims and whether the widows
had detrimentally relied upon advice from the City.
Facts
The City of Los Angeles’ charter provided for the payment of
a fluctuating death benefit pension as distinguished from a
fixed pension to the widow of a deceased pensioner provided
only that she was married to him for at least one year prior to
his death. This provision was amended in 1925 to provide “that
no widow of a pensioner shall be entitled to a pension unless
she shall have been married to such pensioner at least one year
prior to the date of his retirement.” Fixed pensions were also
substituted for fluctuating pensions. The appellant widows met
the requirements under the prior charter but not the amended
charter and their husbands had worked for the City prior to
1925. The City conceded that applying the amended charter to the
widows was unconstitutional but the City argued the claims were
barred by the relevant statute of limitations. Some of the widows
had inquired as to whether they were eligible for the pensions
and were told by the City they were ineligible for any type of
pension. Due to the good faith advice from the City, the widows
did not file claims. Upon a ruling changing the eligibility of
widows regarding the pensions, the Widows filed suit.
Holding
The court affirmed the trial court’s judgment granting limited
recovery to appellant widows and reversed as to appellants who
were not entitled because the court failed to find the conduct
intended to induce action, the ignorance of the true state
of facts on the part of the parties asserting estoppel, and,
particularly, the reliance by said parties upon such conduct to
their injury.
Discussion
The record showed that the representatives of the City acted
in good faith in advising plaintiffs concerning the applicable
law as they understood and believed it to be. They advised the
widows as to the legal effect of the statutory provisions as
applied to plaintiffs, rather than merely to inform plaintiffs
as to the content of the pertinent provisions. The widows relied
upon the advice given them and believed that it was intended
in their best interests. The court’s reasoning recognized
that errors do not always lead to estoppel but that it was a
totality of the circumstances analysis. “The public agency is
not estopped in every instance where its erroneous representation
causes a claimant to fail to act diligently on his claim....
Upon examination the relevant circumstances may be grouped for
convenience in two categories: those relating to the culpability
11
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or negligence of the public agency or its representatives in
their conduct or advice; and those relating to the seriousness
of the impact or effect of such conduct or advice on the
claimant.” Driscoll v. City of Los Angeles (1967) 67 Cal.2d 297,
306. “Where, however, the inaccurate advice or information is
negligently ascertained or given, the city’s conduct may then
be deemed to be unreasonable. Thus, in Tyra v. Board of Police
etc. Comrs., the public agents advised a claimant that he was
not entitled to a recovery because of a specific provision in
a city charter, whereas there was in fact no such provision.
The misrepresentation was held to have induced the plaintiff’s
delay in presenting his claim and to have estopped the defendants
from asserting the bar of the statute.” Driscoll v. City of Los
Angeles (1967) 67 Cal.2d 297, 307. “Other factors which may bear
on the degree of negligence or culpability of the public agency
are whether and to what extent it is certain of the knowledge
or information it dispenses, whether it purports to advise and
direct or merely to inform and respond to inquiries, and, of
course, whether it acts in bad faith. While conduct in bad faith
may be culpable and hence unreasonable, it does not follow that
good faith conduct excuses inaccurate information otherwise
negligently given.” Id. at 307-308 (citations omitted) (italics
added).
This case applies to our situation as well, because the
representations and approvals made by the Town were at best
negligent. It is simply unfair for the Town to come in after the
property has been built and hold up final apporovals because of
its own negligence.
Pettitt v. City of Fresno (1973) 34 Cal.App.3d 813
Issue
Whether a municipality can be estopped to deny the validity of a
building permit issued in violation of a zoning ordinance.
Facts
The plaintiffs bought a building in an area zoned single-family
residential. The building had two parts and two addresses, and
each part had a different permitted nonconforming use, one for
multiple residential, and the other for retail commercial.
The plaintiffs applied for and received a building permit from
the city that showed both addresses and erroneously authorized
alterations to make the entire space commercial. The plaintiffs
made some of the alterations, but the two parts of the building
remained separate. The city issued a temporary certificate of
occupancy and approved the work that had been done so far.
Later, the plaintiffs finished the alterations, joining both
parts of the building into a single commercial space. Two
years later, a building inspector noted the additional work
and demanded that the plaintiffs obtain a permit for it. After
trying unsuccessfully to do so, the plaintiffs sought a writ
12
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of mandate. The trial court found that (1) the plaintiffs had
bought the building in reliance on the city’s erroneous written
representation that both addresses had a nonconforming right of
use of retail commercial and (2) they had spent money in reliance
on the building permit authorizing use of the entire space for a
commercial use. For those reasons, the court estopped the city
from claiming that the initial permit violated the original
zoning designation for part of the building and was invalid. On
appeal, the court reversed. Citing similar cases where courts had
declined to estop the government, the court concluded as a matter
of law that the city could not be estopped from challenging “the
validity of a permit or other representations respecting the use
of property issued or made in violation of the express provisions
of a zoning ordinance.
Holding
The Court held, as a matter of law, the city could not be
estopped to deny the validity of a permit or other representation
respecting the use of property, issued or made in violation of
the express provisions of a zoning ordinance.
Discussion
The Court noted municipal code provisions prohibiting the
expansion of a nonconforming use into any other portion of a
building or structure and prohibiting conversion of a residential
use to a commercial one. The Court cited the principle that
estoppel will not be invoked against a government agency where
it would defeat the effective operation of a policy adopted to
protect the public, and it concluded that the field of zoning
laws involves a vital public interest. Permitting the violation
to continue, the court reasoned, would give no consideration to
the interest of the public in the area nor to the strong public
policy in favor of eliminating nonconforming uses and against
expansion of such uses. The Court rejected cases cited by
Plaintiff, focusing on the validity of the permit when issued,
“The facts in each of these cases show that the building permit
was a valid permit when issued, and in reliance thereon the
permittee acted to his detriment; the court stated the principle
that the agency could not thereafter revoke the permit or change
the zoning, being barred by the doctrine of estoppel from doing
so. It is, of course, a wholly different situation when the
permit is invalid from the beginning because issued in violation
of the zoning law for the area.” Pettitt v. City of Fresno (1973)
34 Cal.App.3d 813, 824.
This case is different from ours because the permit and
approvals were valid when issued. To the extent the plans were
in variance with the Town’s ordinances and codes, the Town
implicitly approved a variance when it approved the plans. To
hold otherwise would be unfair considering that my client
incurred millions of dollars building the home in reliance on the
approval of the plans, which included the wall.
13
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Conclusion
I would also like to incorporate by reference the
architect’s comments attached as Attachment 23. It is unclear
whether the wall height runs from the grade on the builder’s side
or the grade on the opposite side, or both (or the average of the
two).
We have presented a case for granting the variance because
the Town knew of the wall height, footing, grade differences,
and other aspects of the wall when the Town approved the plans
in 2020. It’s now two years later and the home is ready for
approval at a cost of millions of dollars. It is unfair to hold
up approval/final inspection due to the wall height issue, which
in any case can be accommodated with a two foot-high planter box
on the neighbors’ property. Challenging the Town’s decision in
court will cost half a million dollars of taxpayer money, and
tearing out the wall and rebuilding it is a drastic solution that
would be extremely costly as well. For the reasons indicated, we
are asking you to reconsider the denial of the variance and grant
the variance.
We would like to note that the Town is holding my client’s
substantial deposit of $220,000 and we need it returned once the
wall issue is resolved through this appeal.
Sincerely,

Andrew G. Watters, Esq.

VERIFICATION
I, Weina Yu, certify:
I have read the foregoing appeal and the same is true of
my own personal knowledge, except as to those matters stated on
information and belief, in which case I believe them to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.
/s/
____________________
Weina Yu

Date: May 19, 2022				
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Good evening, Commissioners. My name is Steve Borlik. I’m representing the owners of 25 Isabella on a
variance request. I know staff has spent a lot of time on this, and I want to acknowledge that, and thank
them for the report. At first glance, I’m sure this looks like a difficult application. I want to show tonight
you that there is a path to approval, and it can comply with an interpretation of the ordinances.
First of all, I’m sorry to see the opposition from 15 Isabella in the report. I believe I see them here. I did
personally make an effort to reach out and discuss this application with them, but I was unable to get
past the property manager so I didn’t have the opportunity to speak with them directly. Part of the
reason the wall today looks unfinished today is that this process required things to come to a stop. We
have the owner of 25 here this evening as well.
The arguments against this variance point to code sections, and in some cases even suggest deliberate
subversion. I don’t believe there was any intent on the part of the owner of 25 to circumvent any part of
the process. I wasn’t involved in conversations or presentations between the property owners, but the
accounts I’ve heard and read do vary in these details.
When grading plan revisions were requested by the town, they were submitted and approved. Following
that approval, a significant investment was made in drainage features.
A small point - 7 and 8 foot tall fences are not totally unheard of in town. I don’t want to point to any
specific properties or get anybody in trouble, but I drove around the neighborhood this morning; I didn’t
do an exhaustive search, but I noted a half-dozen examples of taller fences in a pretty short time.
And I want to say this: with respect to the statement that the intent to preserve privacy is disingenuous.
Lowering the top of the fence, in combination with lowering grade within 5 feet of the property line will
do nothing to protect adjacent neighbors from longer range sight lines across the top of the fence. The
privacy concern is real.
Another point is made that any hardship granted this property due to flooding conditions would apply to
others along the channel, and I agree with that in a big way. These properties are unique in that regard.
These border the Atherton Channel Drainage District, and are directly adjacent to the Atherton Channel.
But more than that, I want to point to several ordinances that conflict with those referenced in the
materials here. And these relate specifically to fences and grade.
The fence ordinance section includes fences or walls. 17.46.010 says that:
For the purposes of this zoning code, the term “fence” includes fences or walls.
Later, 17.60.020 says that the
Definition of a “Fence” is a vertical screening structure used to prevent the ingress or egress of persons
or animals or for the obstruction of vision or noise.
The biggest benefit to this fence is visual privacy.
The staff position notes that changes to the grade were caused by the owner, and that’s true, however
it’s important to recognize that those changes to the pad elevation are specifically allowed under
provisions for relief to flooding. In this case, the specified pad elevation was 97.32.
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At the rear of these properties, that’s pretty much two feet above the native grade.
Finally, what I think is the most pertinent part of this variance justification is actually written in the
ordinance: Section 17.42.030 A.4 Height measurement.
And it reads: Upon submission of a civil engineer’s report that finds a substantial portion of the buildable
area of a lot is subject to inundation, the building pad can be raised up to one foot above the engineered
flood level. The height of any building or structure placed on this raised pad shall be calculated from the
new pad grade, rather than the previous existing grade. (and then it says this) The addition of fill to the
site shall not negatively impact the potential allowed height of any building or structure.
So again, remember that Atherton’s definition of a fence Definition of a “Fence” is a vertical screening
structure used for the obstruction of vision or noise
While it’s being stated that the property owner changed grade, the ordinance not only specifically
allows that change, it also states that such change to the grade shall not negatively impact the height of
any structure.
This plainly contradicts some of the other code references you’ve seen. And I believe an interpretation
can easily be made that this fence height is supposed to be measured from the grade established by the
height ordinance.
If not, what’s being done is the raising up of interior and exterior areas, without regard to the
consequence that privacy is being destroyed. Because a privacy fence can’t do it’s job if it’s not raised
with the rest of the pad.
This is the provision of the ordinance that says fill on a site subject to flooding shall not negatively affect
the allowed height of any structure. The measurement of existing grade is allowed to be raised.
I thank you all for listening. I know you’ve stayed late. I appreciate the chance to present to you, and
with that I will end my presentation. I am happy to take questions now or any time later in your
discussion.
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PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING
APPROVED MINUTES
TOWN OF ATHERTON
March 23, 2022
6:00 pm
This meeting was held virtually.
1. ROLL CALL
PRESENT:

Eric Lane
Nancy Lerner
Perry Narancic
Randy Lamb
Gabia Konce

Town Planner Lisa Costa Sanders, Principal Planner Stephanie Bertollo-Davis, Assistant
Planner Ralph Robinson, Town Arborist Sally Bentz-Dalton, Senior Engineer David Huynh
and Deputy City Attorney Andreas Booher were present.
2. PUBLIC COMMENTS
No public comment made.
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MOTION to approve the minutes of the February 23, 2022 Planning Commission Meeting.
M/S Lamb/Narancic

Ayes:

3

Noes:

0

Absent: 2

4. PUBLIC HEARING
a. Special Structures Permit (SSP) – 52 Fairview Avenue, Atherton (APN 070-162-010) –
Request for a Special Structures Permit to allow for a detached accessory structure (shed)
to have a reduced front yard setback. Atherton Municipal Code Chapters 17.15, 17.32,
17.40.
Assistant Planner Ralph Robinson presented the staff report.
Open Public Hearing.
Project applicants Steve and Jennifer Jeffries, property owners at 52 Fairview, commented there
is an existing hedge to screen shed from the neighboring property.
Closed Public Hearing.
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Chair Lane commented that he visited the site, and it was evident that the structure would have
no visual impacts on the right-of-way.
MOTION to approve the Special Structures Permit to allow a detached accessory building
(shed) to have the same front yard setback as the main residence at 52 Fairview Avenue
based on the findings and for the reasons enumerated in the staff report, subject to the
conditions listed in the Special Structures Permit certificate.
M/S Lamb/Lane

Ayes:

3

Noes:

0

Absent: 2

b. Special Structures Permit (SSP) – 357 Walsh Road, Atherton (APN 074-130-220) –
Request for a Special Structures Permit to allow for retaining walls greater than six (6)
feet in height and less than twenty (20) feet from other retaining walls. Atherton Municipal
Code Chapters 17.15, 17.32, 17.46.
Assistant Planner Ralph Robinson presented the staff report.
Chair Lane noted that the site cut has already been made into the hillside. He asked if the
drainage plan was adequately covered and whether it was normal for cuts to be made prior to
approval of the retaining walls.
Assistant Planner Robinson verified extent of work done to the site so far, that a grading and
drainage plan was approved prior to the excavation work, and that the project team was available
on the call to speak further to the grading and drainage details.
Commissioners Lerner and Konce joined the meeting at 6:24pm.
Open Public Hearing.
Project representative Eric Greenblott stated that a drainage plan was approved. Cuts were made
for the pool house and ADU and access around the structures. The soil has not been moved from
the site. If the retaining walls were not approved, the soil would be put back. At the time of
preparing the grading and drainage permit, applicant was not yet aware that the SSP was
required, otherwise they would have applied for it prior to beginning the excavation work.
Closed Public Hearing.
Chair Lane noted that his questions were sufficiently answered by the applicant.
MOTION to approve the Special Structures Permit to allow for retaining walls greater
than six (6) feet in height and less than twenty (20) feet from other retaining walls at 357
Walsh Road based on the findings and for the reasons enumerated in the staff report,
subject to the conditions listed in the Special Structures Permit certificate.
M/S Lane/Lamb

Ayes:

5

Noes:

0
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c. Heritage Tree Removal (HTR) – 45 and 55 Melanie Lane, Atherton (APN 073-181-160
and 073-181-150) – Request for a Heritage Tree Removal (HTR) Permit for three (3)
heritage redwood trees at 45 Melanie Lane and three (3) heritage trees at 55 Melanie Lane.
Atherton Municipal Code Chapter 8.10.
Principal Planner Stephanie Bertollo-Davis presented the staff report.
Chair Lane shared photos he took of the redwood trees during his site visit.
Commissioner Narancic asked if there was a report prepared by the Town Arborist.
Chair Lane read off the conclusions provided in the memo by the Town Arborist.
Commissioner Narancic asked if the probability of failure was the only basis for removal.
Town Arborist Sally Bentz-Dalton added it was a combination of there being no room for the
trees to grow and damage already done to the property by the trees. The replacement trees should
grow to a mature height of 60 feet.
Open Public Hearing.
Project Representative Stefan Thuilot, landscape architect, was present to answer questions from
the Commission.
Project Representative Michael Young, project arborist, discussed proximity of trees to the wall
and that the trees were not planted in that area with much foresight.
Closed Public Hearing.
Chair Lane said that he does not like to cut down redwoods but is comfortable with the
application because of the site conditions.
MOTION to find that the proposed removal of three heritage redwood trees (Tree #803,
#805 and #807) at 45 Melanie Lane, Atherton, would not be contrary to the purpose and
intent of the General Plan, for the reasons outlined in the Staff Report, and that the
Commission approve the tree removals subject to the conditions listed in the draft Heritage
Tree Removal Certificate.
M/S Narancic/Konce

Ayes:

5

Noes:

0

Absent: 0

MOTION to find that the proposed removal of three heritage redwood trees (Trees #802,
#804, #806) at 55 Melanie Lane would not be contrary to the purpose and intent of the
General Plan, for the reasons outlined in the Staff Report, and that the Commission
approve the tree removals subject to the conditions listed in the draft Heritage Tree
Removal Certificate.
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M/S Narancic/Lamb

Ayes:

5

Noes:

0

Absent: 0

d. Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) Exception – 186 Atherton Avenue, Atherton (APN 070-070130 – Request for Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) Exception for two (2) heritage oak trees.
Atherton Municipal Code Chapter 8.10.
Assistant Planner Ralph Robinson presented the staff report.
Chair Lane asked what is the difference in square footage between the current pool house and
proposed ADU.
Assistant Planner Robinson noted the new ADU will be roughly 300 square feet larger.
Open Public Hearing.
Project Representative Jackie Terrell stated that existing house is out of date. Homeowners have
a desire to update and improve design of buildings. Existing pool house is not centered on the
pool. Every location on the property would place the ADU in the TPZ zones for heritage trees.
Plan was created with minimizing impacts on the most impacted tree in mind.
Commissioner Konce asked whether pool house is more than one story.
Ms. Terrell stated the pool house and ADU are both one story.
Chair Lane asked if the new extent of the foundation was away from the trees.
Ms. Terrell added that the new foundation area is located in front of the ADU away from the
trees.
Closed Public Hearing.
MOTION to find the Exception to the Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) for two heritage trees,
Tree #1 to 1.04 times (1.04x) the trees diameter and Tree #2 to 7.2 times (7.2x), associated
with the construction of a proposed Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) at 186 Atherton
Avenue would not be contrary to the purpose and intent of the General Plan for the
reasons outlined in the Staff Report, and that the Commission approve the TPZ exception
subject to the conditions as listed in the draft TPZ Exception Permit.
M/S Lane/Lamb

Ayes:

5

Noes:

0

Absent: 0

e. Variance – 25 Isabella Avenue, Atherton (APN 070-250-250) – Request to allow for an
eight (8) foot tall fence and construction of a retaining wall less than five (5) feet from a
property line. Atherton Municipal Code Chapters 17.16, 17.32 and 17.46.
Principal Planner Stephanie Bertollo-Davis presented the Staff Report.
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Commissioner Narancic asked if the applicant wants to either treat the fence as an 8-foot fence or
as a retaining wall.
Chair Lane noted that the Commission would have to grant the Variance for both the wall height
and the location of the wall closer to the property line.
Principal Planner Davis clarified the application has two elements, both the location of the wall
closer than 5 feet from the property line and the resulting height of 8 feet.
Commissioner Konce asked what the reasoning for the grading work was given that the lot is
flat.
Chair Lane noted that the property at 25 Isabella was raised two feet in height during
construction. The Commission is looking to get more understanding as to why. He added that he
visited the site and took photos. He observed what appeared to be water damage on the lower
part of the wall visible to 15 Isabella due to a potential drainage issue because of landscaping on
the 25 Isabella side. He asked if the neighbors had provided any comment on that.
Principal Planner Davis said that issue had not been brought up, but that the homeowner at 15
Isabella is on the call and may speak to that during the meeting.
Open Public Hearing.
Project Representative Steve Borlik said there is a path to approval that satisfies the requirements
of the Variance ordinance. He was sorry to hear about the opposition from the homeowner at 15
Isabella. He made an effort to reach out but was unable to connect with them. The wall looks
unfinished at this point because work had to be stopped on the project. He does not think there
was any effort by the owner at 25 Isabella to subvert the process or misrepresent their project.
The owners submitted a revised grading and drainage plan that was approved by the Town. He
stated his belief that lowering the top of the fence in combination with lowering the grade of the
property will not do anything to protect privacy for the neighbors. Properties that border the
Atherton Channel are unique in their depth below the flood level. Changes to the grade were
done to raise the property above the flood elevation, resulting in a two-foot difference between
average natural grade and the resulting grade. The Atherton Municipal Code chapter on building
heights (17.42.030 A 4) allows for building pads to be raised above the flood level, with the
height of structures to be measured from the new grade level above the flood level. His belief is
that an interpretation can be made that the fence height may be measured from the new grade
height allowed by the building height ordinance.
Chair Lane asked why there was a discrepancy in the fence height shown within the plans and
the resulting fence height.
Mr. Borlik stated his understanding is that when the Town discovered the discrepancy, a new
survey was ordered to reflect the new conditions on the site.
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Chair Lane asked why, even if the plans were updated to accurately reflect the new grade of the
property, there is the remaining issue of locating a retaining wall within five feet of a property
line.
Mr. Borlik noted he was not involved in preparing that survey. His understanding is that Staff
proposed for the applicant to taper the grade down to its original height at the edge of the
property and reduce the fence height.
Commissioner Konce asked if there is a basement, or anything being constructed below grade.
Mr. Borlik stated that no below grade construction is included in the project.
Chair Lane asked Senior Engineer David Huynh why the original submittal was incorrect.
Senior Engineer David Huynh stated that the two-foot elevation difference in the original plans
sloped down to the original grade at the property line. At some time, there was a change made to
show the two-foot elevation change at the property line as existing grade and the change in the
plans was not marked as a revision.
James Heslin, neighbor at 15 Isabella, stated that he was shown an original plan for a retaining
wall eight feet in height, but the applicants were then told by the Town it could not be that
height. He was surprised by the resulting height of the wall and the grade change. He went to
speak with the Building Department and was told the project was in conflict with the Municipal
Code. Mr. Heslin was then shown by the applicant a new fence design with no grade change and
a resulting fence height of six feet. He stated his belief that the applicant violated a promise that
was made regarding the proposed fence height. Dirt was originally placed on the 15 Isabella side
of the fence to raise the grade, which he requested be removed. When the dirt was removed, it
exposed the incomplete footings of the fence.
Rose Hau, neighbor at 15 Isabella, noted that the fence footings are at grade on her property.
There is no dirt in place at the foot of the fence that would allow for landscape screening. She
said that an implication was made by the applicant in a letter to neighbors that 15 Isabella
approved of the project and that the project was to the benefit of 15 Isabella. This letter was not
shared with 15 Isabella and Ms. Hau stated that the implication that was made is inaccurate. She
stated that project has not gone smoothly and lasted more than twice the time that was promised
and damaged her property.
Weina Yu, owner of 25 Isabella, said that two drawings, an architectural and a structural set,
were provided to the neighbor at 15 Isabella. She was not informed by the Building Department
about a potential violation at the time of the neighbor’s complaint. She withheld payment from
the contractor until the damage to the neighbor’s property was fixed. She was then sued by the
contractor and the determination was made by two judges as part of those suits that no damage
was done to the neighbor’s property. The neighbor at 15 Isabella has asked her for compensation.
Closed Public Hearing.
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Commissioner Narancic asked what provision of the code says that raising the grade above the
flood level does not impact the potential height of other structures.
Town Planner Lisa Costa Sanders said intent of this code section (17.42.030 A 4) is to raise the
building pad of a main building if in a flood zone. It does not allow for raising the grade of the
entire site.
Deputy City Attornery Andreas Booher stated that this code section relates to main structures,
not walls and fences.
Town Planner Sanders added that the 5-foot setback requirement for retaining walls is so that
ownership of the walls can be clearly delineated. This separation also gives an opportunity to
lower grade heights to the existing grade level at the property line.
Commissioner Lamb said he has never seen a situation like this between neighbors. He stated
that the applicant should be aware that the referenced code section on raising grade levels does
not apply to raising the grade of an entire site.
Chair Lane stated that the inaccuracy of the submitted plans, not including the five-foot setback
for the retaining wall, and the lack of capability to relieve the look of the fence on the 15 Isabella
side demonstrate that the project should not have happened as it did.
Commissioner Konce added that she does not understand why the project was done as it was.
MOTION to deny the Variance at 25 Isabella Avenue to allow for an eight (8) foot tall
fence and construction of a retaining wall less than five (5) feet from a property line as all
four of the required findings cannot be made as referenced previously during staff’s
presentation, and as further enumerated by the reasons incorporated in the staff report.
The Planning Commission makes these findings based on the information contained in the
staff report prepared for the March 23, 2022 Planning Commission meeting, the
information presented by staff and the applicant presented during the March 23, 2022
meeting, and the public comments received by the Planning Commission at the March 23,
2022 meeting.
M/S Lamb/Lane

Ayes:

5

Noes:

0

Absent: 0

Principal Planner Davis noted that the decision may be appealed to the City Council per section
17.060.100 of the Atherton Municipal Code.
Commissioner Konce asked what result would be if appeal is denied.
Principal Planner Davis stated that this would proceed based on the procedures for code
enforcement cases.
5. STAFF REPORTS
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Principal Planner Davis noted that City Council had a first reading of the Historic Preservation
Ordinance and requested that the Historic Preservation Ordinance be separated from the existing
Historic Artifact Ordinance. That item will be going back to City Council for review of those
revisions. A second reading of the SB 9 Ordinance was conducted and approved by the City
Council.
Assistant Planner Robinson noted that the City Council will be moving to hybrid meetings. The
Planning Commission also expressed their desire to move to a hybrid format beginning with the
April 27, 2022 Planning Commission meeting.
The next regular meeting of the Planning Commission will be April 27, 2022.
6. COMMISSIONERS’ REPORTS
Nothing to report.
7. ADJOURN
The meeting was adjourned 8:01 PM
Respectfully Submitted:
/s/Ralph Robinson
Ralph Robinson, Assistant Planner
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Town of Atherton

Planning Department
80 Fair Oaks Lane
Atherton, California 94027
Phone: (650) 752-0544
Fax: (650) 614-1224
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TOWN OF ATHERTON
CITY COUNCIL
DRAFT VARIANCE CERTIFICATE

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT the Atherton City Council at a regular meeting
thereof, held on Wednesday, June 15, 2022 did grant a Variance Certificate to property
owners T & W Sunny LLC, pursuant to Atherton Municipal Code Chapters 17.06, 17.16,
17.32, and 17.46 to allow an as-built fence/wall to exceed six (6) feet in height and a
retaining wall to be located less than five (5) feet from a property line at 25 Isabella Avenue
in Atherton (Assessor’s Parcel Number 070-250-250). The Variance was approved subject
to the following conditions:
1. The Variance is limited to the location of the as-constructed wall/fence as shown
on the application materials prepared by Andrew G. Watters, Esq, as included as
an attachment to the June 15, 2022 Planning Commission staff report and does not
establish a setback for future improvements to the property.
2. Should the wall be damaged in any way in the future it shall be removed and if
removed for any reason it shall not be replaced in its as-built location but shall
comply with the requirements of the Atherton Municipal Code.
3. Applicant, its contractors, employees, assigns and agents shall comply with all
applicable state laws and the Town’s Municipal Code.
4. If no action has been taken in one year, this Variance will become null and void.
5. Applicant shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Town of Atherton and its
agents, officers and employees from any claim, action or proceeding against the
Town, or its agents, officers and employees to attach, set aside, void, or annul, an
approval of the Planning Commission, or City Council concerning this project.

Lisa Costa Sanders
Town Planner
Effective Date: ___________
Atherton, CA
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OPPOSITION TO APPEAL OF DENIAL OF VARIANCE BY 25 ISABELLA OWNERS
June 3, 2022
We are the owners of 15 Isabella Avenue, the property adjacent to 25 Isabella Avenue. We oppose the
“Appeal of Denial of Variance” dated May 19, 2022, which has been submitted to the Town Council, and we
wish to respond to both the factual misrepresentations and ad hominin attacks against us made in Appeal.
THERE IS NO LEGAL BASIS FOR GRANTING A VARIANCE ON THE FENCE HEIGHT OR THE
RETAINING WALL
Appellant, in neither their original Variance Request nor their Appeal, state factual
circumstances which would permit Atherton to grant a Variance under state law. The Decision of the
Planning Commission, as well as the Memorandum Re Variance Opposition dated March 14, 2022 that we
submitted to the Planning Commission, summarize the four factual showings that must be made, and there
can really be no argument that any of the findings, much less all four, have been met.
Apparently recognizing the weakness of their legal position, Appellants try to argue that we, their
neighbors, “approved” of the wall and that such “approval” should obviate their obligation to comply with
Town Building Code when constructing the wall. As discussed in more below, we never approved of the wall
that was built (our “approval” was to a wall with no grade change) and, more fundamentally, our approval is
immaterial to their failure to comply with code.
We believe that the only question that the Town Council should be asking is whether, prior to the
construction of the wall, the requested Variance would have been granted. The answer to that question is
certainly no, and the fact that Appellants chose to ignore and violate the Town Building Code should not
change that answer.
RESPONSE TO FACTUAL MISREPRESENTATIONS IN THE APPEAL
On page 1, the Appeal, states that the new wall between 25 and 15 Isabella “replaced a fence of
identical height that was present for many years …” That is not true. We have owned 15 Isabella for
almost 30 years, and the pre-existing fence between our property and 25 Isabella was a 6-foot cyclone fence
having the same height as our existing back fence. As shown below, the new wall is approximately 2 feet
higher than our existing back fence. This image is also of interest since it shows that the Appellants also built
a back wall that appears to be at least 12 feet tall and is also in violation of the building code.

Appellant’s new 12-foot back wall

Appellant’s new 8-foot wall

Our pre-existing 6-foot back fence

Opposition to Appeal 6-3-2022.docx
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To our knowledge, no Variance request has ever been made for the 12-foot-high back wall, and we are
curious to know if and when the Town is going to act on that further code violation.
On page 1, the Appeal states that the new wall has “a concrete footing below grade.” That is not
true. The concrete footing is exposed at or above grade on the entire 200+ foot length of 15 Isabella side of
the fence. The exposed footing can be seen in images of the wall reproduced below.

On pages 1 and 2, the Appeal states that “The plans for the wall as approved by the neighbors
at 15 Isabella are attached as attachment [sic] 6 and 7.” That is not true. Attachments 6 and 7 to the
Appeal are initial wall plans sent to our Property Manager on February 6 and February 19, 2019, respectively,
which we never approved.
The “plan” we approved was sent in an email from Ms. Yu to our property manager on March 13,
2019, attached as Exhibit A. The email sent on March 13, 2019 included three different plans on two separate
pdfs included in Exhibit A. Each of the three plans explicitly shows identical grade on both sides of the wall
with wall heights ranging from 6.5 to 8 feet. As none of the three plans showed a grade change, our principal
objection had been addressed, and our property manager “approved” without specifying any one plan of the
three but assuming that the wall when built would not result in a grade change and of course comply with
code.

-2Opposition to Appeal 6-3-2022.docx
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The March 13 email also evidences that Appellant had been informed by the Town of the prohibition
on retaining walls and grade changes at the property line. In her March 13 email submitting the revised plans,
Ms. Yu specifically notes that her “project manager has spoken with the inspector about the fence.” This
discussion presumably resulted from a meeting that we had with the Town Building Department on February
20, 2019, where we presented Appellant’s initial wall plans sent on February 6, 2019, and were told that any
change of grade at the property line was against code and that a building inspector would inform 25 Isabella
that the wall plan was non-compliant. As the grade change was removed from all three of the new plans sent
to us on March 13, 2019, after Appellant’s property manager met with the inspector, it must be inferred that
the Town informed Appellant that the grade change was not acceptable. Why else would the grade change
have been removed from the revised plans sent to us after her project manager met with the inspector?
Thus, any argument that Appellant makes that they were unaware of the code requirements
prohibiting the grade change and placement of a retaining wall before fence construction began is
disingenuous.
On the bottom of page 3, the Appeal states that “15 Isabella misrepresented the facts” at the
Planning Commission meeting by saying that we “never knew the fence would be eight feet” and that
the soil on the 25 Isabella side was “two feet higher” than on our side. That is not true. Prior to
construction, all knowledge we had regarding the wall design was provided by Ms. Yu in her March 13, 2019
email to our property manager, attached as Exhibit A. Each of the three plans that were sent to us explicitly
showed identical grade on both sides of the wall and wall heights ranging from 6.5 to 8.
So, we stand by any statements that we might have made to the Planning Commission that, prior to
actual construction of the wall, we did not know there would be a grade change or that the fence would be
eight feet in height.
The Appeal further argues that we “had to know the details because ...[the 15 Isabella owners]
.,. made the ... [25 Isabella owners] … install a 280 foot-long drainage pipe after reviewing the plans.”
We have never “made” the Appellants do anything. As stated on page 3 of the Appeal, the Town required
“designing a 280-foot drainage along the wall into the civil plan” in June 2020.
The only communication we can recall with Appellant concerning drainage is an exchange of texts
sent on August 4, 2019, where Ms. Yu assured us that she “had installed drainage along the fence before the
fence new construction started. At this moment the drainage system is covered by soil.” See, Attachment #9
to the Appeal Letter. So, by their own admission, Appellant appears to have completed the drainage before
wall construction even began.
But the Appeal is not satisfied with merely maligning our integrity, it goes on to assert that we
are grifters attempting to make a few bucks over the misfortunes of our neighbor. While it is true that,
after allowing the 25 Isabella owners to stage the entire wall construction on our property for many months,
we did expect that construction of the wall would be completed in a workman-like manner and that damage to
our property would be repaired. Neither expectation was met. The wall was left with dirt piled high at the
base, and the many pallets of concrete blocks, stacks of rebar, and other fence construction materials that were
stored on our property during construction, as well as the concrete truck that poured from our side of the
fence, damaged our black top and compacted the soil and along length of the fence. Mulching that we had
spread the prior year was completely destroyed. To add injury to insult, Appellants further damaged our
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property and the wall itself when they sent in a front-end loader in February 2020 (without our knowledge or
permission) to remove the soil that had been left behind to cover the exposed wall footing.
Negotiations between our property manager and Appellants over repairs started at the end of
September 2019 and continued through February 2020. There were some differences re the scope and cost of
work, but the main sticking point was over who would choose the contractors to perform the asphalt repair.
Based on the quality of work that we had seen on the wall, we very much wanted to use contractors selected
by our property manager.
At all times we tried to be reasonable in our requests. See the email string among Ms. Yu, our
property manager, and us, attached as Exhibit B, showing our offer to split the cost driveway repairs with
Appellant which would have reduced the cost from our property manager’s initial $30,000 repair estimate to
about $20,000 We were more than cooperative during the entire time of the very flawed wall construction
project and believed that Appellant should have acted with a similar spirt of cooperation in repairing all
damage to our property.
We stopped discussions with the Appellants regarding repairs in February 2020, shortly after the dirt
that was left behind was removed, revealing an exposed wall foundation and damage to the stucco. See the
images of the exposed footing and stucco damage on page 2 above. Prior to the soil removal in February
2020, we were unaware that the wall footing was exposed along the entire length of the wall, substantially
eliminating the previously existing planter strip along our garage. The soil removal, which Appellant
performed with a front-end loader without our permission, resulted in significant damage to the stucco and
further compaction and damage to the soil on our side of the fence. And while we cannot prove a specific
causal link, we also believe that Appellant’s the use of the front-end loader and other heavy construction
equipment around a cluster of oaks on our property resulted in the subsequent loss of a heritage oak as
Appellant’s contractors did not place protection around any of our trees and drove the heavy equipment over
the trees’ root systems.
When in February 2020 we saw the exposed footing and damaged stucco, which had been hidden by
piled dirt since wall “completion,” we became concerned about the wall structure and construction and
reached out to the Atherton Building Department in February/March 2020. This was the beginning of Covid,
and we were not able to meet with a code compliance inspector (Monica Diaz) until May 11, 2020. We met
with Ms. Diaz and explained our concerns regarding the exposed footing.
Ms. Diaz, in return, told us that the wall height did not meet code and that the wall would have to be
brought up to code by either lowering the wall height or raising the grade on our side of the wall. As we
certainly had no intention of raising the grade on our side of the fence (it would in fact be impossible to do so
without tearing down our garage), we concluded that wall was going to be removed or substantially modified,
and we put all plans to repair our side of the wall on hold. While Ms. Diaz did mention the alternative of
seeking a Variance, she told us that it was highly unlikely if not impossible for a variance to be granted in
these circumstances.
For all these reasons, we believe that the Appeal should be denied. As Appellant and/or their
representatives had been informed least as early as March 2019 that a grade change at the property
line was against code, and subsequently indicated their intention to comply with code by removing the
grade change from their revised plans, they cannot argue that their willful violation of code was
anyone’s fault but their own. Appellant’s complete disregard of the Building Code is evidenced best by
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their construction of the 12-foot rear wall shown in the image on page 1 of this Opposition. How could any
building professional licensed to work in the Town of Atherton believe that building a 12-foot-high concrete
block wall at a property boundary was code compliant, with or without a grade change?
James Heslin
Rose Hau
Owners 15 Isabella Avenue
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EXHIBIT A (Page 1/3)

15-073 StuccoFence-2019-3ENG-18-2-10 - FENCE-SL-1 -SIGNED.pdf
12.pdf

From: Nana Y <nana0008@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:22 AM
To: Anne Wilbur <a@wilburproperties.com>
Subject: 15 Isabella / 25 Isabella fence detail

Hi Anne,
Our project manager has spoken with the inspector about the fence between 15 Isabella &
25 Isabella. The Inspector said since this fence is between my neighbor and me, we will not
need a permit form the town. We can work on it after my neighbors have approved the
fence design.
My architect has revised the fence design, please see attachments. Can you forward them
to the 15 Isabella owners for their approval? Since my project has to be done by the end of
April, I hope we can start the fence construction ASAP.
Also, I have a property located at 939 University Ave, Palo Alto. I may like to rent it out.
Have you got a bit time to meet and take a look of the property?
Thanks,
Weina
650-862-8880
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Hong Wei <hongwei161@gmail.com>
To: Nana Y <nana0008@yahoo.com>; 25 Isabella Ave <25isabellaAve@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2019, 3:15:01 PM PDT
Subject: fence detail
Hi Weina,
Please refer to the attached. Thank you!
best regards,
Hon
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EXHIBIT NO. A (Page 2/3)
15-073-ENG-18-2-10-FENCE
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EXHIBIT A (Page 3/3)
StuccoFence 2019-3-12.pdf
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EXHIBIT B
Page 1/5

On Dec 18, 2019, at 11:22, Rose Hau <rhauaia@aol.com> wrote:
Hi Weina,
I hope you are enjoying the holiday season.
We've had time to look at the situation and I think you will agree that our property is not in the same condition
as it was before you started the project. Your fence contractor used our property as the primary construction
staging area with little regard to protecting the property. Heavy equipment was used throughout the project to
transport the materials, causing damage to the driveway. Large pallets of concrete blocks were stored on
mulched soil and rebar was left on the lawn and elsewhere. When the project was complete, no effort was
made to restore the site to its prior condition. The excavated soil was piled up and along the fence and at the
back of the property. Pavers at the back of the property a gravel parking area were not restored. Splashed
mortar was left on the garage walls. Trash was left on the site.
For these reasons, we think that Anne's estimate was fair. In particular, the cost of soil removal, planting bed
repair and back fence repair ($1,580 + $11,440) is justified. We are, however, willing to split the cost (50/50)
of the asphalt repair work ($17,260.00) - even though the heavy equipment caused damage as Anne
described. Thus, the total amount would be reduced to $21,650.
Also, consider that we are not asking for restoration and clean up of the other items listed above and in
Anne’s email. We had just spent $2500 on new mulch prior to start of the fence. Much of that along the
driveway was destroyed when the heavy concrete blocks were placed on it.
Since you and your construction manager think that these amounts are high, perhaps you can provide an
estimate from a qualified contractor who can do this work at a more reasonable cost? This might be a good
solution that we would consider.
We are not trying to be difficult and truly believe that this compromise is fair for everyone. We had no idea at
the outset that this work would cause such a disruption on our property, but always believed as we saw the
damage that you would make it right in the end.
Best,
Rose

On Dec 18, 2019, at 11:22, Rose Hau <rhauaia@aol.com> wrote:
Hi Weina
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I hope you are enjoying the holiday season.
We've had time to look at the situation and I think you will agree that our property is not in the same condition
as it was before you started the project. Your fence contractor used our property as the primary construction
staging area with little regard to protecting the property. Heavy equipment was used throughout the project to
transport the materials, causing damage to the driveway. Large pallets of concrete blocks were stored on
mulched soil and rebar was left on the lawn and elsewhere. When the project was complete, no effort was
made to restore the site to its prior condition. The excavated soil was piled up and along the fence and at the
back of the property. Pavers at the back of the property a gravel parking area were not restored. Splashed
mortar was left on the garage walls. Trash was left on the site.
For these reasons, we think that Anne's estimate was fair. In particular, the cost of soil removal, planting bed
repair and back fence repair ($1,580 + $11,440) is justified. We are, however, willing to split the cost (50/50)
of the asphalt repair work ($17,260.00) - even though the heavy equipment caused damage as Anne
described. Thus, the total amount would be reduced to $21,650.
Also, consider that we are not asking for restoration and clean up of the other items listed above and in
Anne’s email. We had just spent $2500 on new mulch prior to start of the fence. Much of that along the
driveway was destroyed when the heavy concrete blocks were placed on it.
Since you and your construction manager think that these amounts are high, perhaps you can provide an
estimate from a qualified contractor who can do this work at a more reasonable cost? This might be a good
solution that we would consider.
We are not trying to be difficult and truly believe that this compromise is fair for everyone. We had no idea at
the outset that this work would cause such a disruption on our property, but always believed as we saw the
damage that you would make it right in the end.
Best,
Rose
-----Original Message----From: Nana Y <nana0008@yahoo.com>
To: rhauaia <rhauaia@aol.com>
Sent: Tue, Dec 10, 2019 12:59 pm
Subject: Re: 15 Isabella, Atherton
Hi Rose,
How are you doing?
Recently we received the following email from your management company for the repair proposal.
I have forwarded Anne’s email to the fence contractor, he strongly disagreed, and he requested the final
payment for fence construction.
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Now the situation is pretty tough. The unpaid balance for the fence contractor’s job is only $11,000. I am sure
he would not pay the $30,280 repair fee. If we stick to the $30,280 compensation, we will have to go to court
to sue him. At that time the accurate repair fee will be estimated by a third party.
I hope we could to find a better solution. The repair proposal amount was pretty high, actually it was beyond
me and my construction manager’s expectation too.
Now the best solution we can think of is, to give you the final payment amount of the fence construction
($11,000) as a compensation. The fence contractor would not agree, we will just inform him through email,
and will cc the email to you.
Please think about it and let me know. We are truly sorry for all the inconveniences.
Best,
Weina
650-862-8880

> On Nov 23, 2019, at 16:02, Anne Wilbur <a@wilburproperties.com> wrote:
>
> Hi Weina,
>
> I am sorry it has taken so long to obtain estimates for all the repairs that are required as a result of the
damages caused by your contractor at 15 Isabella. The items and amounts are as follows:
>
>
> 1. Repair 14 feet of the back fence.
$1,580.00
> 2. We asked our landscaper to handle the
EXHIBIT B
Page 2/3
> following items:
>
> * Remove approximately 30 cubic yards
>
> of soil that has been piled up along the
>
> new fence. Re-grade planters along the
>
> driveway and prepare for mulch installa>
> tion. Install two zones of drip irrigation.
>
> Install approximately 40 cubic yards of
>
> mulch (along the fence and areas where
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>
> the tractor tore into the planters along
>
> the driveway and at the back of the
>
> property.
>
> Total
$11,440.00
>
> 1. Repairs to paving:
> * Remove and replace about 360 s.f.
>
> Of concrete pavers
>
> * Clean asphalt driveway and apply crack
>
> Filler over cracks larger than ½" wide;
>
> Apply two coasts of sealcoat with 2%
>
> Latex and sand over 4,750 s.f.
>
> Total
$17,260.00
>
>
Grand Total
$30,280.00
>
> These estimates do not include: replacing the plants that were planted along the driveway where the new
fence was installed; power washing the garage walls that have concrete splashes; repairing the left front lawn
that has truck or car tire tracks; or removing the excess mastic below the tiles that cap the fence. We will
handle these last items for the owners.
>
>
I am sorry that these expenses are so high. The major expense
> is for repairing the asphalt that was damaged by your contractor's heavy construction equipment and
vehicles.
>
>
Please let me know if you have any questions.
>
> Yours truly,
>
> Anne
>
> Anne K. Wilbur, CPM
>
> Broker and Owner
> Wilbur Properties, LP
>
> 790 High Street
>
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> Palo Alto, CA 94301
> Direct - 650.847.4347
>
> Cell - 415.559.5557
>
> Efax - 866.304.9603
>
> Email - a@wilburproperties.com<mailto:a@wilburproperties.com>
>
> BRE License: 00823559
>
> 790 High Street
> Palo Alto, 94301-0128
> www.wilburproperties.com<http://www.wilburproperties.com/>
>
>
> <winmail.dat>
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